and uphold the mountain over my (Kurma) Tortoise Form. Let the danavas hold on
to the heads of Vasuki while the devas the tail, and churn the ocean vigorously, to
and fro. First of all, try now to win over the danavas by suitable words. Tell them it
is an easy job for them, that the result would be highly beneficial - yielding nectar
which confers immortality on all those that drink of it. The danavas will agree hoping
to steal the nectar away from you by force. I will see to it, however, that they do not
get a chance to taste the nectar. You devas shall partake of the nectar and attain
immortality besides becoming more powerful than the danavas".
HAYAGRIVA: 0 Agasthya! Having been thus instructed by Lord Vishnu, Brahma
and the devas went to the danavas and, with appropriate promises, secured their
willing support. They collected all the available medicinal herbs and immersed them
in the ocean of milk; pulled up Mandaragiri and lowered it into the ocean of milk
until it rested on the mighty Kurma form of Lord Vishnu the protector of the good
and upholder of Dharma. They then twisted Vasuki in coils around the mountain
like a rope for churning. The danavas held the head-end while the devas held the
tail-end of Vasuki. They then churned and churned with all their might, while Lord
Prabha-Vishnu sat on top of the mountain pressing it against his own Kurma-Form
below. As the churning proceeded with increasing vigour, the danavas had the
worst of it; for the poisonous vapours from the many heads of Vasuki burned their
bodies and made them weak. However, they kept up their bravado to save their
face and continued churning, though with failing energy. The devas, on the other
hand, were blessed with cool breezes from the kindly glances of Lord Vishnu.
Besides upholding the mountain as a tortoise and pressing down its tip in another
form, Lord Vishnu also moved amid the devas and kept encouraging them. In the
form of a bright light or effulgence, He supported and sustained Vasuki also. He
also saw to it that the danavas were not disheartened. So Lord Vishnu was thus
practically everywhere controlling the entire operation in all its ramifications.
Witnessing the ocean of milk thus being churned by the cooperative efforts of
both danavas and devas, the Siddhas who moved invisible about the sky were greatly
surprised and marvelled at the unique sight! While they were thus wondering what
it was all about, they saw Varuni Devi (Surabhi, Kamadhenu) arise out of the ocean
and stand in front of the danavas, who did not bother to welcome her. So they
thenceforward came to be known as "Asuras" because they did not accept or take
"Surabhi".
Then Varuni Devi went over to the side of the devas who welcomed her joyfully
in obedience to Lord Vishnu's secret signal to them with his eyes. Out of the ocean
next rose Uccchaisravathe celestial white horse followed by beautiful celestial apsara
dancers. Then, diffusing sweet and enchanting fragrance all over, rose up the
celestial Parijata tree with flowers. All these were given to Indra the Lord of the
devatas to keep in his Svarga-Loka. Next appeared the Moon, whom Hara took for
his adornment. Then, there arose poisons which the Nagas imbibed. That which
could not be assimilated by them, the Kalakuta -• the opposite of Nectar, Lord Shiva
swallowed and kept imprisoned in his throat which soon turned blue giving him the
name of Nilakanta. This was followed by the emergence of a celestial jewel known
as Kaustubha which Lord Vishnu wore on his chest.
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